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Learning Objectives in this Part of the Lesson

- Understand the implementation of classes in the common module that are used by both the HandeyApplication & ZippyApplication microservices.

See [github.com/douglascraigschmidt/LiveLessons/tree/master/WebFlux/ex3](https://github.com/douglascraigschmidt/LiveLessons/tree/master/WebFlux/ex3)
Implementing Classes in the Common Module
@Service

public class HandeyService
    extends BaseService<List<Quote>> {

/**
 * An in-memory {link List} of all the quotes.
 */
@Autowired
private List<Quote> mQuotes;

/**
 * Get a {link List} that contains the requested quotes.
 *
 * @param quoteIds A {link List} containing the given random
 * @code quoteIds
 */
public List<Quote> getAllQuotes() { return mQuotes; }
}
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